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Jimmy valentine question answer

Jimmy Valentine: Important short questions with answers: 1. Name author of short story Alias Jimmy Valentine. Ans: The author of Alias Jimmy Valentine is O. Henry. (William Sidney Potter) 2. Who is the protagonist of short story Jimmy Valentine? Ans: Jimmy Valentine is the protagonist of short story Jimmy Valentine. 3.
When did Jimmy get release? Jimmy was released at 7:15 in the morning. 4. Who are 'mandatory guests' in the story Jimmy Valentine? Ans: The prisoners are 'obligatory guests' in the story Jimmy Valentine. 5. He has resumed his activities. - Who's resuming business? Jimmy Valentine has resumed his business.
Jimmy Valentine: Important short questions with answers: 6. How much did Jimmy give to the blind man? Jimmy gave a coin to the blind man. Who was the owner of Elmore Bank? Mr. Adams, the father of Miss Annabel Adams, was the owner of The Elmore Bank. 8. How many years was Jimmy sentenced to
improvement? Jimmy was given a four-year prison sentence. 9. Who approved Jimmy's pardon? The governor approved Jimmy's pardon. 10. What did Jimmy say about safe breaking? Jimmy said he never destroyed a safe in his life. What was Jimmy Valentine? Jimmy Valentine was a sure burglar. 12. Who did Jimmy
meet the first time after his release? Ans: After his release Jimmy first met Mike Dolan in his cafe. 13. What did the government give to the prisoner's rehabilitation? Ans: the government awarded a train ticket and a $5 bill for a prisoner rehabilitation. 14. Who gave Jimmy the pardon letter? Ans: The warden gave Jimmy
the pardon letter. 15. What did the warden tell Jimmy about safe break? Ans: The inspector asked Jimmy not to break back safely and live an equal life. He also noted that he was a good man at heart. Jimmy Valentine: Important short questions with answers: 16. Why did the guard come to the prison shop? The guard
came to the prison shop to escort Jimmy to the front office. 17. Why was Jimmy Valentine in prison? Jimmy Valentine was arrested in prison on charges of burglary at the bank in Springfield. 18. How did Jimmy take the pardon? Jimmy took the pardon letter in an exhausted or tired way. 19. Why has Ben Price's collar
button been torn? Ans: Under overwhelming Jimmy for his arrest there was a fight between him and Ben Price. Ben Price's collar barely tore and fell at the time. 20. How much did the set of tools cost Jimmy? Ans: The set of tools cost Jimmy over nine hundred dollars. 21. At which hotel did Jimmy sit down? Ans: Jimmy
set up in planters' hotel on Elmore. 22. What happened in Jefferson City? Ans: A bank sure-breaking happened in Jefferson city. 23. The losses were now high enough to bring the matter up in Ben working class. What are the casualties mentioned here? Five thousand dollars were stolen. 24. Who was Mike Dolan? Mike
Dolan was a friend of Jimmy's and café owner. 25. Who locked Agatha in the vault? May, Agatha's sister, locked her in the vault. 26. Who was Mr. Adams? Mr. Adams was the owner of Elmore Bank and the father-in-law of Jimmy Valentine. 27. Where was Elmore? Elmore was a small town in Arkansas. Stay in touch
with our website and for more updates, get important notes, short questions, writings, grammar and more. Our You Tube Channel At Westminster Bridge - Important Short Questions Leela's Friend - Important Short Questions Important 5 marks long question marks answer from 'Jimmy Valentine' has been discussed in
this article.  Today, the competition in the WBCHSE table exam for classes 11 and 12 is very high. Everyone is trying to get more brands than others. So we have come up with a collection of the most common descriptive Type Questions from 'Jimmy Valentine' that often occur in table surveys, especially in WBCHSE. We
have gone through possibly all books that are available on the market and have come up with these sets of important descriptive type Question Answers from 'Jimmy Valentine', which are quite unique from the regular notes and we provide free PDF Download too. These note can work as a score-booster for your
upcoming exam.  3. Compare the characters Jimmy Valentine and Ralph D. Spencer. Ans: - Jimmy Valentine and Ralph D Spenser are the two names of the same person at different stages of life. Although the stages of life are of the same person, they are different in their characteristics. Jimmy Valentine is a notorious
sure-cracker, while Ralph D Spenser is a successful businessman. Ralph D Spenser is a generous gentleman who saves the life of a little girl named Agatha. While Jimmy cracks safes to other property. At the end of the story, the difference is clearly indicated by the act of Ben Price for letting Jimmy go away. This is the
same person that Ben Price once arrested for his criminal activities, now fortifying him for his lifesaving work. In fact, Ralph D Spenser is the reformed man who takes birth from the ashes of Jimmy Valentine. The turbird named Anable Adam plays a significant role in Jimmy's transformation into Ralph D Spenser. Justified
the title of the short story Jimmy Valentine.  4. He has resumed his business ... - Who is the speaker and who is he referring to? What business has he resumed? Ans: - The speaker is Ben Price, who plays the role of a detective officer in O'Henry's short story 'Jimmy Valentine'. Here Ben refers to Jimmy Valentine - a
notorious sure-cracker.    We see Jimmy in a prison at the beginning of the story. The story is about two sometimes of Jimmy's life - the first as a sure-cracker and the second as a successful businessman. In the first part of the story, Jimmy has been presented as a skilled sure-cracker. He's been sent to prison for his



job with the burglary of Ben Price. After spending 10 months of four years in prison, Jimmy is released. Within a week of Jimmy's release, three cases of burglary have been reported. The responsibility for finding the criminal behind these incidents comes on Ben Price. Ben Price quickly confirms to find out the patterns
that it's Jimmy who's behind all these. This job of breaking up Jimmy is referred to as business, and Jimmy has resumed this business. Tags Class XI Questions WBCHSE Important 5 brand question mark response from 'Jimmy Valentine' has been discussed in this article.  Today, the competition in the WBCHSE table
exam for classes 11 and 12 is very high. Everyone is trying to get more brands than others. So we have come up with a collection of the most common descriptive Type Questions from 'Jimmy Valentine' that often occur in table surveys, especially in WBCHSE. We have gone through possibly all books that are available
on the market and have come up with these sets of important descriptive question answers from 'Jimmy Valentine', which are quite unique from the regular notes and we provide free PDF Download too. These note can work as a score-booster for your upcoming exam.  1. Ben Price acted rather strangely - Tell the action
by Ben Price. Why did the author use the word 'strange'? Ans: - Ben Price was again the lead investigator for the second time burglary, committed in several places. After a close inspection, Ben Price came to know that it was again Jimmy Valentine who was behind the infamous works of burglary. So in search of Jimmy,
Ben Price went to the town of Elmore. Keeping an eye on Jimmy, Ben Price became convinced that Jimmy led an honest life. He even noted that Valentine took the risk of his career to save a little girl named Agatha.  All these incidents changed Ben Price's mind and he didn't want to arrest him anymore. So he pretended
he didn't know Jimmy and walked away.         The word 'strange' means surprising or different. After becoming convinced that Jimmy was now leading an honest and respectful life, Ben Price refused to arrest Valentine even though he had identified him at Elmore Bank. That's why the author used the word strange.  You
also like this 2.     Justified the title of the short story Jimmy Valentine. Ans: - Title of any literary work is one of the most essential elements as it reflects the central idea of history. In O'Henry's short story Jimmy Valentine the protagonist is a specialist sure-cracker named Jimmy Valentine. The story begins with to be
released from prison. Jimmy is beautiful and intelligent, but makes money by cracking safes. After his release from prison, he goes to a small town called Elmore, where he meets a beautiful girl named Annabel Adam. From this point in his life, things start to change and Jimmy becomes Ralph D. Spencer. In the town of
Elmore Ralph not only becomes a successful and respectful businessman, but also gets to marry Mr. Adam's daughter is a few days old. But something else is in store for Jimmy as a detective, Ben Price has been looking for him. To save Agatha, a five-year-old little girl from Adam's family, Ralph again becomes the old
Jimmy Valentine. Thus, the whole story revolves around the ups and downs of Jimmy's life. Therefore, the title of the story Jimmy Valentine is appropriate. Tags Class XI Prose Questions WBCHSE Answers The correct answer was given: hardikvashist01as he present the Explanation: follow me the brain liest pleaseThe
correct answer was given: malikfaiz24The correct answer was given: dhvani6272answer: A Retrieved InformationExplanation: please mark my answer as wisest correct answers were given: srabani80palwerans: hope it helps you ... Explanation: mark me as brainliest..... The correct answer was given:
madhavirani24answer: is, that man to violet valentine lolIsseny: The correct answer was given: atharvakarawade1answer: please mark me brainlist and follow me in the brain wed then I will definitely answer your question mateThe correct answer was given: siya1472006answer: the original title of the story Jimmy
Valentine is 'Alias Jimmy Valentine'The correct answer was given: bhavya1650answer:The Retrieved InformationDefy : jivan99answer:A Retrieved Reformation, Explanation: Alias Jimmy Valentine is a 1928 American crime drama film directed by Jack Conway starring William Haines, Leila Hyams, Lionel Barrymore and
Karl Dane. The film is based on the 1903 O. Henry story A Retrieved Reformation, which was turned into the 1910 play Alias Jimmy Valentine by Paul Armstrong.The correct answer was given: meandartanswer: A Retrieved Reformation A Retrieved Reformation is one of the most popular stories by O. Henry. It was
adapted for the scene in 1910 as Alias Jimmy Valentine, and was also filmed three times (1915, 1920 and 1928) under the same title. The correct answer was given: BrainWhat if you get a money bag on the way? would you pick it up or not.why? The correct answer was given: Brainanswer: yes to mujhe in bad people ko
batana he respects all my sisters kash ke sab aap jese ho jaye . there are very few good people in the world
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